
 

Pine Class Year 3/4 Spring Term Topic title – Viking Voyages 

As historians we will  

Suggest causes and consequences of some of the 

main events and changes in history. Describe 

different accounts of historical events giving a 

broad overview of life in Britain. 

Compare Vikings in Britain to those to raided and 

settled in America. Know when the first Viking 

raid in Europe took place and other key dates. 

Use dates and terms to describe events  

Use appropriate historical vocabulary, e.g 

Danelaw, longboat, berserkers. 

Use literacy, numeracy, and computing to a good 

standard to communicate about the past 

As geographers we will 

Ask and answer geographical questions. 

Name and locate the countries of Europe 

where the Vikings originated and settled.  

Understand the key aspects of the physical 

features of the seas and oceans 

surrounding these countries. 

Describe geographical similarities 

and differences between the UK 

and Scandinavia, identifying their 

main physical and human 

characteristics. 

Use maps, atlases and globes, digital 

mapping and create our own maps. Use 

the eight points of a compass, four-figure 

grid references, symbols and key to 

communicate knowledge of the United 

Kingdom and the wider world. 

As artists we will 

Make the sail for a longboat. We 

will shape and stitch materials 

using basic running stitch, cross 

stich and back stitch.  

Colour fabric (Tie-dye) by using 

natural dyes e.g onions and 

beetroot. 

Create weavings using willow.  

 

As design technicians we will  

Make a longboat by cutting 

materials accurately and safely by 

selecting appropriate tools. 

Measure and mark out to the 

nearest millimetre.  

Apply appropriate and shaping 

techniques that include cuts 

within the perimeter of the 

material (such as slots or cut 

outs). 

As aspirational people we will 

Consider Viking longboats and different 
inspirational designs. We will discuss what 
makes them a good design.  
  
We will compare Viking boats to boats today 
and ask how the Vikings helped us today with 
boat design. Discuss what we use boats for 
today. 
 

As members of a community we will 

Compare what it was like to be a member 

of a Viking community to today.   

Consider the different types of Viking 

community – raiders and settlers 

comparison. 

 

As people concerned with 

culture we will  

Look at Viking culture and 

compare it to modern day 

culture. We will focus on 

celebration, funerals and 

weddings. 

 

 

As healthy individuals we will 

 Explore the medical 

advancements since the Viking 

times and consider any remedies 

that we use today which might 

have been used by the Vikings. 



 

As Literate people we will 

Read a range of texts including  

*A story as a theme (The Dragon’s Hoard and 

1000 year old boy), *Poems on a theme - Earth 

poems including looking after our plant,  

*Deforestation and Global Warming,  

*Recount Diaries (Vikings diaries from the past) 

* Discussion texts. 

focus on using a range of grammar skills including 

adverbs, identifying different clauses within a 

sentence, separating clauses with a comma to 

create complex sentences and expanded noun 

phrases.  

As mathematicians we will 

Learn new methods to multiply and divide. 

This will be done through the use of 

concrete, pictorial and abstract methods to 

aid learning.  We will use coins, convert 

between pound and pence, and add and 

subtract money. 

Complete work on statistics including using 

pictograms, bar charts and tables. 

Measure, add subtract and compare 

length. 

Look at fractions including making a whole, 

using tenths and finding a fraction of a set 

amount. 

As scientists we will 

Learn about living things and 

their habitats, animals including 

humans, states of matter, 

electricity, sound and plants.  

Show an understanding of a 

concept by using scientific 

vocabulary correctly.  

Apply knowledge in related 

contexts, including a range of 

enquires.  

As linguists we will 

In French: 

 Learn to greet and say 

goodbye, say your age 

 Use asking phrases, basic 

nouns, numbers 1-10 

 identify classroom objects,  

and colours 

 Recognise and repeat 

classroom instructions  

As computer scientists we will 

Investigate and explore the importance of online 

safety and the impact it can have on our 

community.  

Look at spreadsheets and learn how to format 

cells, enter data, edit data and create bar graphs 

and pie charts using the data. 

As musicians we will  

Listen with increasing concentration to a 

variety of music from different styles, 

traditions and times, and begin to place the 

music in historical context.  

Learn to sing within a limited pitch range 

and perform with a secure sense of pulse 

and rhythm.  

As religious scholars we will 

Explore our four fields of enquiry, 

Shared Human Experience, 

Beliefs and Values, Living 

Religious Traditions and Search 

for Personal Meaning.   

We will learn about Sikhism and 

Christianity. 

As athletes we will 

In gymnastics: 

 copy movements accurately 

and work as a team 

connecting shapes using our 

bodies. 

 perform actions including a 

travel and create a sequence 

of different movements. 

In games: 

 demonstrate underarm 

and overarm throw 

 striking a ball off a tee 

 bowling a ball overarm. 

 


